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Sexual harassment cases not reported with accuracy
By Lum-Awah Atang
Panther Staff

Have you ever been
walking on campus minding
your own business, when all
of a sudden your hear
"psst...what's your name?' or
"that got to be jelly, 'cause
jam don't shake like that," or
the infamous "hey'lil mama!"
Sometimes these
comments are made "all in
good fun" as many of the assailants may claim, but most
of the victims would st:ate
o\hennse.
Sexual haTassment
happenstoall\undso{women

and men in all kinds of settings. It generally does not
occur because of the way one
dresses or even behaves.
In fact, it is not always
about sex. Speaking from a
college women's perspective,
manymalesengageinthisperverse behavior because their
friends are doing it, or simply
to satisfy their need for control.
Unfortunately, on a
campus setting, it takes place
so often that it reaches the
point of acceptable behavior.
And frequently, it goes ti'om
veTbal to physical, theTeby
c\aasifymgitassexualassault.
'The basic -point to

Te-

member is that sexual ha- Phyllis Spates-Gails works as university policies, it is a
rassment is unwanted, unso- the Crime Prevention Coor- (sign) for increased awarelicited and undesired atten- dinator.
ness and a decrease in retion of sexual nature, and it
Both Bradford and lated incidents." Sexual asis illegal. University policy Spates-Gails work in conjunc- sault decreased from eight
prohibits any university fac- tion with the University Po- reported cases in 1996 to two
ulty, staff or student from lice Department to provide reports in 1997.
engaging in it.
It is important for
crime victims assistance.
It is important to
Chief
Rayford persons (victims as well as
know your rights, speak up Stevens of the University Po- observers) to seek advice in
at the time, do not blame lice Department supports or- determining ifwhat they are
yourself, and do not delay in ganizations such as Panther experiencing is harassment,
and take the necessary steps
taking action or the harass- Advisor Leaders (PALS).
in confronting the issue.
He says that "even
ment is likely to recur.
In the meantime.
On the campus of though se.JCuaJ harassment
woaaea and.m n ahouJd k
occunmuchmo.n,1htqu &b"
Prairie View A&M UniverID
I
an
· .,.,,.1no1rt:ed., o
sity, Nicol Bra
of Stutotally
unacceptable.
You did
dent Affairs is responsible for administration, various organot
cause
it
,
but
you
can
top
an education -pTogram for al- nizations, and the police supcoho\ and othe'l' d~p. and
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M"TV te\evision icon ends

promiscuous lifestyle

noticing her beauty on the exterior, not the interior•
"I got home from work
late one night, and felt that I
was letting my insecurity
about relationships totally
screw me up.
"I sat down and looked
at my love life: jumping from
guy to guy, jealous_y, and
screaming matches with boyfriends what was up with me,
I had ~ find out. I discovered
1 was letting people value me
for my physical attributes only,
without insisting they know
me more deeply," said Lewis.
By Yauna Estes
Panther Staff
She describes how she
had sex, but no intimacy.
Recently, an article in Lewis began having sex when
YM magazine featured MTV's she was 14-years-old.
She said she took the
Ananda Lewis who said she
advice
of
her friends, gave into
"hit an emotional low that
peer
pressure
and lost her virspaTked a lifestyle change."
ginity
to
her
19-year-old exThe 25-year-old Lewis
.
describes how she stopped boyfriend.
As she got older, relahaving sex, because she was
tired of drifting in and out of tionships did not make her feel
relationships. She said she good about herself, and the
was tired of guys coming to
her for the wrong reasons, and See Sex on page 15
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HBCUs slowly
become defunct
with abandonment
By Tiara M. Ellis
Editor-in-Chief

People fight, die, and kill for the right to choose. When
the right to choose where to eat, what to wear and where to go
to school are tampered with tempers begin to flare and fires are
ignited.
What happens when that choice is taken away? What
do you do when you do not have the option to a choice simply
because there is only one?
You do what our ancestors did: create a choice. With
innovative and trailblazing spirits, historically Black colleges
and universities came into existence.
HBCUs are here today because at one time we had no
choice. At one time we did not have the option of attending a
White institute of higher learning.
HBCUs opened a new world ofknowledge to us. Today
we have the capabilities to attend any college in the world.
That open opportunity will soon be the death of our universi-

See HBCU on page 3

Learning disability
doesn't make student
"different, just unique"

-

oops.
By Yauna Estes
Panther Staff

I live my life, as others like myself do: fighting. Fighting for acceptance and understanding; fighting for the cause.
I learn differently from other students. However, this does not
make me less intelligent.
There are many out there who continue to have a
misconception about adults with disabilities. A lot of doctors
believe that it is outgrown, but dyslexia is for life. Telling
someone they do not have a learning disability is like telling
someone blind, they can see, or the deaf they can hear. I was
very surprised to pick up an issue of Seventeen magazine that
featured young adults with learning disabilities. There are
more young adults dealing with the same issues that I do. It
made me feel not so alone.
I also happened to catch the news this week, and there
was a special on the increasing cases of adults taking ritilin to
help them stay focused. Ritilin is a type of medication used to
help patients stay focused, and if they are extremely hyperactive, calm down. People with Attention Deficit Hyperactivity
Disorder use ritilin too.
The Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) and Section 504 require that students who can meet the technical and
academic qualifications for entry into the school, or programs,
may be considered "otherwise qualified," even if they have
physical or mental disabilities.
Students with learning disabilities must notify their
professors that they will need special accommodations. This
may mean spending extended time with the student or doing
whatever may be necessary for that student's success.
It is important that the student registers with the
Office for Disability Services also.
According to Section 504 and the ADA. colleges must
provide reasonable accommodations for the student's known
disability in order to afford an equal opportunity to participa
in the college's programs, courses, and extra activities. The
college can not discriminate against anyone on the basis of
social status, religious background, race, color, creed nationality, sexual orientation, or disability.
So, next time you see someone who is handicapped and
they need help, offer some assistance. We should try not to
judge people, but remember to treat people the way we want
to be treated. Do not assume anything about anyone before
you get to know them. Everyone deserves to be t reated with
respect. Be aware and promote positivi~. . . ..
For questions about students W1th d1sab1hties, go to
Evans Hall, room 315 or call 857-2610, and ask for Teresa
Boldon.

HBCU from page 2

~

Prairie View A&M
University is an equal opportunity institution. The university is required to offer assistance to students with
physical and mental disabilities.
Students may not
know that they are able to get
help if they qualify for assistance.
There are many
people on this campus who
are unaware ofwhat students
with physical and mental differences go through to get a
college education. They are
simply pitied, pushed aside,
or ignored.
What they don't realize is that people with handicaps and disabilities are people
too, whether they are deaf,
paralyzed, or struggle with

Equal from page 2

learning problems.
People don't understand unless they have walked
in someone else's shoes.
"I don't consider myself different, just unique,"
said one PVAMU student who
has a learning disability.
"People don't realize that we
are no different from anyone
else."
She is absolutely
right.
I am a23-year-old student with a learning disability. I have had to deal with
being called stupid and told
thatl was never going to make
it to college. I have struggled
with Dyscalculia, a type ofdyslexia, and attention deficit disorder my whole life.

See Equal on page 3
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ties. Black youth have begun
to abandon the institutes that
once cherished and nurtured
our thirst for knowledge.
Some students actually believe there is no longer
a need for colleges with majority Black student enrollment. It is assumed that
HBCUs have served their
purpose and are outliving
their destined lifetime.
Black athletes are
running to White colleges for
the notoriety that the media
give to those institutions. Our
scholars are tripping over
themselves to get into the
Harvards, Yales, and
Stanfords because of the Ivy
League title and reputation.

Our ancestors are
rolling over in their graves
with disgust. How can we
turn our backs to the schools
that opened the door for Black
students?
Dr. Mary McLeod
Bethune
established
Bethune-Cookman College in
Dayton Beach, Fla. in 1904
with the hope that an education would be more readily
available to Black people.
HBCUs offer an education that you can not get
anywhere else. Our esteemed
university is a perfect example of what you gain at
HBCUs that you can not get
anywhere else.
PVAMU was established in 1876 as a member of
the Texas A&M University

Caring parent warns students of
possible violence in Corpus Christi
Dear Editor
. ,
Re: . ~pnng Break Corpus
Chnsti and South Texas
I have been having
many problems with the Police Department in Corpus
Christi and the Constables
OfficeinNuecesCountywhere
Corpus Christi is located.
CCPD has a police division called the JET!' Team.
I lived in Corpus
Christi and the surrounding
area and raised two children
there.

My children and
many of their friends were
viciously attacked by the police and I have documented
statements to this effect with
an attorney in Corpus Christi.
One young lady was sexually
1

assauIted.
The Civil Rights violations of young people by
CCPD are numerous. When
you file a complaint, you get
flipped off.
I want to request that
you advise the student body
on your campus about this so
that they can be prepared for
harassment during Spring
Break.
In fact, I would highly
recommend that your students
be advised to avoid this area
altogether.
My own son has been
hauled out of vehicles and assaulted by CCPD on several
occasions as have many ofhis
friends.
I have endeavored to
file formal complaints with

Sincerely,
Michael C. F. White

White is writing to warn
students of potential police
violence in the Corpus
Christi area, as spring break
draws students to the bea.ch.

~w:n
,u."
\;

\

System to become only the world? There are more than
second HBCU in Texas. This 80 HBCUs in the nation for
former slave plantation has Black people hoping to furbecome the breeding ground ther their education of self, as
for nurturing young minds well as a specified career field.
into great leaders.
Since we can never
Where our ancestors know enough about our past
were once beaten and hurig and those who fought for us to
for the simple crime of look- make the advances in society
ing at a White woman, we are that we have, HBCUs will
now learning how to become never outlive their purpose.
accountants, doctors,joumalWe will always need
ists, and engineers.
to continuously be enlightened
Where else can you on our past. The ultimate
learn about your heritage and growth is when we, as a people,
culture while preparing to will not try to assimilate so
enter a career in the real totally into White society that

Submission Policy
for Letters to the Editor
·-

CCPD and have gone to the
extent of contacting both the
Texas Department of Justice
and the U.S. Department of
Justice. The U.S. DOJ has
passed my complaints on to
the Civil Rights Division for
further review.
For the record, my
documents are on file with
AttomeyWadeA Way. Ifyou
care for your student body,
then pass on this warning.

we lose the strong sense of self
we fought for.
It is through attending HBCUs thatwe regain that
power in understanding ourselves, as well as our people.
The Stokley Carmicheals and
Malcolm Xs of our history instilled that pride in each one
of their followers.
Take advantage of the
HBCUs that encourage loving
yourself. Before entering a
world where we are forced to
deal with others on their
terms, learn how to deal with
yourself on your terms.

Anyone who reads The Panther can submit a letter to the
editor atP. 0. Box 2876, Prairie View, TX77446 orin the
Memorial Student Center, room 114. All submissions are
subject to editing and must include the author's name and
telephone number.
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Scholarship pageant rescued from termination
By Maurice Perkins
Panther Staff
As of Monday, Feb.
22, 1999, the Mr. Prairie View

A&M University (PVAMU)
Scholarship program for this
year was canceled.
There were only two
students who applied before
the Jan. 28 deadline, and even
after the application deadline
had been extended, only six
more students applied with
oneofthosestudentsnotmeeting the requirements.
Over the years many
changes, regulations and
stipulations have been enforced in the annual competiThe first Mr. PVAMU,
Thomas Carroll in 1983, was
selected by the yearbook staff
following his performance in
the campus talent and fashion show.
Later in 1987, the

first annual Mr. PVAMU
ScholarshipPageant,washeld
on April 28 in the Memorial
Student Center Ballroom to
honor those men whose footprints led in the direction of
success, leadership, and excellence.
In the 1990s the Mr.
PVAMU pageant was enhanced with new rules and
standards in orderforstudents
to apply, taking the pageant
from a social event to a scholastic one.
This year the newest
change was to raise the grade
·
point average qua lifications.
Last year the grade point average (gpa) minimum was 2.5,
t.his year it was raised to 3.0.
Atpresenttheonlyexplanation for the raise in gpa
is that the recipient of the title·
wins a scholarship and the
monies are primarily taken
from the academic scholarship
department.
There has been a lot of

controversy at PVAMU
around who and what
prompted this change.
Pageant coordinator
for two years, Dean Charles
Lewter said he didn't know off
hand what committee made
the changes, but was a little
discouraged that the change
Was made due to the lack of
interested applicants.
The current Mr.
PVAMU, Wayne D. Johnson
II didn't totally agree with this
new change stating, "You don't
need a 3.0 to be a quality
leader."
Lewter doesn't agree
but stated, "I feel that we
should always strive for excellence, but we have to understand the community we
serve."
Men interested in running have to meet many other
qualifications: no one can be
over the age of 25, have any
children, or a blemished
record. These are just some of

------------------~---=---------------,

~e qualifications of prospect1ve contestants.
J oh n s On
stated, "I
have had une x P e ct e d
stress due to
me actually
beingthesecond runnerup and the
way it (the
title) was
given to me
(after a late
disqualification of the
elected winner was discovered). "
He
also said the Wayne Johnson and Lum-Awah Atang
men
of currently reign as Mr. and Miu Prairie View
P V A M U A&M. New requirements for competitions
have been re- nearly canceled any chances of a 1999-2000
luctant to Mr. PV AMU pageant.
run for the
position because of the new
Lewter thanked in
gpa qualification.
advance, Christopher E.
The 13th Mr. PVAMU Knight, Harry Guy, Carlos
will be crowned on April 7, Hopkins, and Michael Polit
1999 in Hobart Taylor Recital for their help in putting
Hall.
year's pageant together.

Language honor societ
inducts new members
By Yauna Estes

Panther Staff
An induction was held recently, honoring and wel-

MY ARMY ROTC SCHOLARSHIP
PUT ME IN THE HOSPITAL LAST SUMMER.
Anny ROTC scholarships pay off twice, with money
towards your education and five weeks of nursing
experience in an Anny hospital.
Hundreds of nursing students win Anny ROTC
scholarships every year. You can, too.
Find out more. Contact Captain Kizzie at 857-4612

I

ARMY ROTC
TBE SMARTEST COLLEGE COURSE 100 CU TUE

coming new members into the Spanish honor society.
Inductees included Full members: Claretta k. Thomas, Alene Riley, Wayne D. Johnson II, La.Raya Felton,
Chauna Bechett, Stefanie N. Campbell, Kelly L. Ross,
Dormesha D. Green, Chrisina J. Smith, Addie L. Johnson,
Yolanda Gray, and Yamima Hampton. Associate members:
Shamika Polk, Enryka Peyton, Breta Jones, Katrina Hester,
Simisola Aluko, Kimberly Allen, Karen Coleman, Tamers
Weaver, Deanna Davis, T.A Caldwell, Woo-Suk Chank,
Hristen Sonner, Corey Glass, Elaine McLaughlan, James T.
Allen, Charlotte Dahse, Yauna Estes, Emesha Stewart, Aki9
M. Memphsy, Jeffrey Wooten, Sjonneke Jones, Hattie
Cromwell, Charles M. Smith, WillitM. Hears, Melissa Payton,
Rashaunda V. Sterling, and Jarrod Franklin.
The presentation was given by the Spanish Honor
Society's cabinet members: Tronya Hawkins (president),
Miesha Albert (secretary), Dawn Williams (vice-president),
Alva Mathis (treasurer). They would like to show appreciation to members Quentin Gonzales and Toya Johnson for
helping prepare the eventful evening.
There was a dinner reception following the inductiotl
ceremony. Traditional Mexican food was served.
The goal of the organization and the foreign language
department, is to promote academic excellence and encourage
the importance of observance, understanding and acceptance
of other cultures.

Io pledge or not to pledge
Students disapprove of mandatory coed organizations
nities and sororities. The purpose of these organizations is
to instill in these "hopefuls" a
sense of brother/sisterhood,
community service, and charity for one's fellow man. And,
ofcourse, to socialize. On many
campuses across the country,
the fraternities and sororities
are the people sponsoring the
parties, the ones others want
to know, and the "in crowd."
Most of these sisters
and brothers have a common
purpose and work toward a
common goal, while still maintaining their own sense of independence. But at what cost?
Every year, the pledge
system gets a close look by
educators who seek to make it
less dangerous, more inclusive and friendly.
At Dartmouth College
in New Hampshire, where six
out often students are a member of a fraternity or sorority,
the Board of Trustees has decided to abolish all same sex
fraternities, and to make them
coed.
The rationale behind
this is the move wiJI cut down
the rampant alcohol abuse on
campus and allow more stuEvery year, thou- dents the opportunity to parsands of college students un- ticipate. The board also said
dergo a process to join frater- the venture would also be more

inclusive, crossing the lines
ofrace, background, and gender and would allow students
to have a more wholesome
college experience.
Students, however,
are horrified at the idea and
have organized marches and
protests against this administrative decision.
Although Darmouth
is a predominantly white college, there are a significant
number of persons of color as
well as black Greek letter organizations on the campus.
As a matter of fact,
Eric Gaither, a PVAMU
graduateandformer"Mr.10"
currently attends Dartmouth
University.
PVAMU has no current plan to force fraternities
and sororities to become coed,
but many schools around the
country have already done
so, including Williams and
Amherst Colleges.

Jon Cook and
Lum- Awah Atang
Panther Staff

Mate an<1 temale members of Rho Chi Psi (PY AMU) display their
talent at Spring Fest '98. Rho Chi Psi is one of three co-ed organizations on PV AMU's campus.

with members of the opposite
sex."
Maurice Perkins, a
graduating senior and memher of a coed organization, Rho
Chi Psi said , "Fraternities
were founded to uplift the
African American man in an
environment ~fhigher learning and to foster brotherhood.
As a counterpart, sororities
wanted the same unity from a
female perspective."
Perkins said he is totally against forcing them to
change their history, and does

When asked, sevenu
PV A.MU stud nta

fT01n

dit-

not feel it wou.\d -reduce the
mcidence ot naz· &·

and sense of tradition that organizations foster in their
members.
"It's absurd ... You
can't take so many years of
tradition and change it and
expect everyone to accept it,"
commented junior Nursing
major Caesar F. Barajas,
member of the all male Alpha
Phi Alpha Fraternity.
Robin Blanks, a memher of both coed and single
genderorganizations, Epsilon
GammaIota and ZetaPhiBeta
Sorority, -res-pective\-y, said

that. u -you co"tnbme \."he o~-,.a..

.

or ·v r 'I
1n fact, mo t tu en
tru
ferent walks felt the subjects
The i u i
asked replied that they were
impact wou]d be negative.
"I think the idea against the forced integration. solved at Darmouth.
However, one thingi
"'I would be against it
sucks,"
said Wonoh
totally. It doesn't make any for sure the student.a are adaMassaquoi, a freshman from
Philadelphia, PA "There is a sense," said Quanna Minifee, mant in their opposition of
the idea and are not likely to
level ofunity between people a freshman biology major.
back
down.
Most
cited
the
history
that is very difficult to achieve

DST helps celebrate independence
Wharton, Texas
Feb.18 marked the
First Annual African American Independance Day held
at Wharton County Junior
College (WCJC). The purpose
was to spotlight a part of Af-

rican American culture.
The first African
American Independance Day
program featured the Eta Beta
chapter of Delta Sigma Theta
Inc.
WCJC, located southwest of Houston, affords
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Delta Sigma Theta members (L to R) Tiffany Reeder, Tonya
Silmon, Khaleiah Taylor,Jawana Aguilliard and Tara White entertained WCJC students at the First Annual African American
lndependance Day.

opportunties for individual
growth and promotes the development of the total person.
To this aim, the Office ofMulticiulutural Affairs
works to broaden the horizons of its students.
The ladies of DST
dazzled the crowd with their
techniques and answered
questions.
"The informative talk
really gave me a sense ofwhat
being a Delta is really about,"
said Chison Johnson.
Harold Brown, a visiting member of Omega Psi
PhiFraternity,Inc.andBrent
Stephney, a member of the
WisconsinSleepersanswered
the men's questions about
fraternitites.
I learned that there
are a lot of misconceptions
about fraternites and
sororties," said student Portia
Robinson.

"

Why are we smiling? We've all
dis:overed America's best kept
secret, the Army National Guard
- and you can too. With the
Mootganery G.L Bill, college
tuition assistance and a good
monthly paycheck, we're all earning money for college. And since
the Guard is a part-time commitment, we have time to attend
classes now!
In the Army National Guard
you can learn career skills, make
frieooships that will last a life-

time, and be there to help when
your neighbors need you mosl
Call your ~ recruiter today.

Finding out more about what the
Guard offers may put a smile on
your face.

1-800-GO-GUARD
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William King receives death penalty for Jasper murder
• Death of James Byrd Jr. avenged
By Corey Johnson
Panther Staff

The last peopleJames
Byrd Jr. had contact with
were animals masquerading
as men.
In the early hours of
June 7, 1998 on a dark, se-

ciuded road in Jasper, Texas,
three men in a 1982 pickup
truck stopped to offer Byrd a
ride home.
John William King,
Lawrence Brewer, and Sean
Berry proceeded to murder
Byrd, after chaining the 49year old man to their pickup

tors confirmed at trial time
truck, and dragging him for 3 that this torture took place
miles.
while Byrd was alive and conPolice reports confirm
that Byrd was decapitated, his scious.
In an effort to evoke
right arm was ripped off, and
sympathy from jurors, lawhis knees, elbows and butyers for King claimed tha~ he
tocks were ground down to the
is a product of the Amencan
bone.
prison system.

Ironically, this simplistic rationalization could
not be used to defend parolees
who commit everyday probation violations.
This may be why the
jury didn't pardon the s~lfconfessed murderer and mstead sentenced him to death.

Organizations dominate
Greek Olympiad
By Cornesha Avington
Panther Staff

The auditorium was filled to its capacity as the audience anticipated the beginning
of one of Texas's largest step shows.
The Nu AJpha Chapter of Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity, Inc. held their l?th a.i:mual
Greek Olympiad at Texas A&M Umvers1ty on
Saturday Feb. 27,1999.
· Ten acts performed including three
fraternities and two sororities from Prairie
View A&M University (PVAMU).
The sororities that performed from
\>V AM1J we-re Delta Sigma Theta, and Alpha

By Sheleah Hughes
By Rockell Williams

News Editor

Special to the Panther

In an effort to bring
back campus activities and organizational involvement,junior marketing major, Paul
Davis and Rodney Williams of
University Village teamed up
to organize two weeks filled
with activities.
" The campus needed
some excitement and somebody needed to get it started,"
said Davis.
The activities started
with a campus prayer in front
of Alumni dining hall.
It was designed to pay
respects to all PVAMU students who died including
Empra Moore and Sharone
Creer.
A basketball tournamentwas also scheduled along

On March 24, 1999, the College of Education will host
the Founder's Day and Honors Recognition Convocation.
Under the leadership of the chair, Dean Paul M.
Metha, and his co-chairs Dr. Clarissa Booker, Dr. Marion
Henry and Mr. Frank Jackson, this year's planning of the
Convocation has student involvement.
The program planning committee consists of several
faculty members and five students: Alzo Slade, Rockell Williams, Addie Johnson, Ailene Riley and Clarice Anthony.
The students on the committee are working diligently
to ensure that the Convocation will be more appealing to their
fellow collegians.
This year's Convocation will pay homage to the founders
of the University as well as students who made the University
Honor Roll and Dean's List during the Spring and Fall of 1998.
According to the university's academic regulations,
the criterion for the university honor roll is a grade point
average of 3.0 - 3.49 with no grade lower than a C and a 12
semester hour course load. The criterion for the Dean's List is
a 3.5 gpa or greater and a 12 semester hour course load.
The students in the College of Education have accepted the invitation to serve as ushers under the guidance of with a Greek ya-rd show, ')>\ay-

Otn.ega\>si Pni •Ka-p-pa
A1pba 'Psi and l'b'i. Beta Sigma represented

The members of Kappa Delta Pi, Education Honor
Society will serve as host for the event.
The College of Education looks forward to the entire
student body attending this year's celebration.

-

ings.
Trophies along with
movie p sse and other giveaways were donated by Uni-

Braids, Fades and Purple Kool-Aid® -

Roberson promotes positivity, lead~rs~i~
dent
is
Stacey
Roberson.
Roberson is a

409-85 7-4221
an "..partner of ".follett.com _
~•u.ooou.. . ,...,__.

versity Village.
The village's phase
two clubhouse housed events
including " Mental
CaJestenthics," held on Sunday Feb. 28 and poetry readings held earlier in the week.
"These events improved my evenings. It gave
everyone something much
more exciting to do," said
sophomore Niki Campbell.
Davis' programs and
events helped celebrate Black
history month.
The events gave college students an opportunity
to share fun-filled evenings
with each othet without violence.
"Prairie View isn't
how it used to be. If you can
get students involved, things
will be back jumping again,"
said Davis.

e-rs" picnic and -poetry Tea.d-

Booker.

~\"\"& M\"b.aSa--rant,_.,.

PVAMU fraternities.
The AKA's fashionably took the stage
with matching black suits and hats as they
eagerly stepped in unison. Their creative props
consisted of black cubed boxes with Greek
letters which were used in the finale of their
show.
The men of Kappa Alpha Psi definitely were a tough act to follow after having _
a frightening opening with men dressed and
decorated in black capes and painted faces.
Their traditional cane twisting and energetic
dancing kept the audience's attention throughout their performance , along with a new
addition to the step team student government
president, Alzo Slade.
Omega Psi Phi revealed it's true talent by being the only act to actually " step"
throughout their whole performance. Their
togetherness and enthusiasm impressed many
PVAMU students as they received a standing
ovation at the end of their show.
Competition was close as the audience
sat on the edge of seats awaiting the names of
the winners after the step show. There could
only be two winners.
First place for sororities was awarded
to Delta Sigma Theta from PVAMU and Phi
Beta Sigma took first prize in the fraternity
category from PVAMU.
The Delta's theme was " The Resurrection," which began with a graveyard scene
and featured an opening speaker, precision ,
difficult kicks , and transition steps.
The Sigma's theme was" Escaped Convicts Wanted For Stepping Too Hard," which
featured several difficult steps , various transitions, comedic talent , and a twist to the
Sigma Nutcracker.

Convocation honors Involvement, excitement
goal of Village activities
students, founders

ous individuals on
who are involved ·
positive activities. ·
These involv
range from academics·
sonal pleasures which c .
become intricate or perplex
ing for those involved.
However, there is a
student on campus defeating
the opposition.
The determined stu-

Roberson enJoys singmg.
Consequently, he be~ame a
member of the BaptISt Student Movement (BSM).
In addition to being
a member ofBaptist Student
Movement, Roberson pres.
the title of Mr.

-rhe-re wi\\ be tn.C>Te
m&•&om& on 'm,. '\&a"C . "'IN

ar wor'k.ing on an organ11 d
water fight and a block party,
but we n ed th help of all
organizations on campus.,.

PVAMU graduates

more nurses last year
By Cornesha Avington
Panther Staff

the pass rate to 88.8 percent.
The national passing rate was
85.3 percent, while the
PVAMU Nursing pass rate
was a whopping 90. 7 percent.
Twenty-five baccalaureate nursing degree programs exist in the state and

Students of the Prairie View A&M University
(PVAMU) College of Nursing
have done it again.
The PVAMU students
erson is
have
made
Wesley
history
r. Fuller
again as
they registered superb results on
the chal1 e ng in g
=-· cey Roberson's favorNational
Kool-aid®: Tropical Council
ch
LicensureExamination
(NCLEX-RN).
A Texas Board on
Nursing Report for 1998 deThis feature was ackkd to
clared there were 5,118 " first
purpose is to give recognition to outstanding
time" candidates for licensure
distribute posi- campus leaders - organizations and who were educated in the state
to incoming stu- individuals.
(taking the NCLEX-RN) and
The Panthu solicits any
den
1 as those who nominatums from students, faculty
4 544 of those candidates
'
.
.
and staffror honorees in this
presently atte,nd PVAMU.
passed the exam, increasing
Furthermore, section.

these schools
graduated
215 African
American
nurses last
year.
However,PVAMU
College of
Nursing
graduated 39
percent of the total number of
African- American nurses receiving degrees in the stat.e
during the past year.
Dr. Dolli Brathwaite,
dean of the PVAMU College of
Nursing said," Our students
and graduates continue to
make us proud to be part of
this great institution."
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NATIONAL NEWS

BLACK HISTORY

Black farmers want better deal

Execution of Germans delayed
Jerry Nachtigal
Associated Press Writer

Florence, Arizona(AP)Amid pleas of mercy from
the German government, a
federal appeals court on
Wednesday ordered Arizona
not to use the gas chamber
to execute a German man
whose brother was put to
death last week.
The 9th Circuit
Court of Appeals refused to
issue a stay for Walter
Lagrand, 37, who was scheduled to die in a gas chamber
Wednesday afternoon for his
role in the 1982 murder of a
bank manager.
But the judges did
say that the gas chamber is
cruel and unusual punishment, and therefore unconstitutional.
The state appealed
to the Sut>Teme C<>urt,but it
" ' - u.nc\eax 'Rn.en \-he ex-

ecution would proceed. If
the state is forced to ask

Like his brother, Karl
requested the gas chamber in
hopes that the Supreme Court
would agree that the method
is unconstitutional.
The high court disagreed and lifted the 9th
Circuit's stay. Karl then accepted the state's last-minute
offer oflethalinjection. Walter
rejected such an offer and said
he would prefer a more painful
execution in the gas chamber
to protest the death penalty.
The last time Arizona
executed an inmate in the gas
chamber, in 1992, his death
took 11 minutes and was considered so gruesome that the
Jaw was changed to require
lethal injection. Killers sen. tenced to death before 1992,
like the LaGrands, are given a
choice.
Germany does not
have the death penalty and
contends Arizona failed to advise the LaGrand brothers of
'Rb.o 'W8.ll \-he nnt. Ge-rm.an citizen executed in the United their right to consular assisStates since World War II.
tance at their trials.

another death warrant from the
Arizona Supreme Court, it
would likely hold up the execution for weeks.
Walter LaGrand's case
also was heard Wednesday in
the International Court of Justice in The Hague, Netherlands.
Germany asked the world court
to intervene after Arizona Gov.
Jane Hull rejected appeals from
German Chancellor Gerhard
Schroeder and Foreign Minister Joschka Fischer to stop the
execution.
The international court
has no enforcement powers, but
in a half-hour hearing, Judge
Christopher Weeramantry of
Sri Lanka urged the U.S. government to use "all the measures at its disposal" to prevent
the execution.
The court also said the
United States should pay unspecified damages for the death
ofLaGrand's brother, Ka-r\, 35,

By Janelle Carter
AP Farm Writer

WASHINGTON (AP)-Black
farmers urged a federaljudge
Tuesdaytothrow out a pending settlement with the U.S.
Department of Agriculture
(USDA), saying the deal does
little to correct years of race
discrimination thatleftthem
financially strapped.
"...This settlement is
not only a disgrace to black
farmers but is totally and
completely inadequate to accommodate the losses the
black farm community has
suffered,"Thomas Burrell, a
farmer from Covington,
Tenn., told U.S. District
Judge Paul Friedman.
Burrell was one of
hundreds of farmers who
packed Friedman's courtroom to protest the settlement reached in January
between plaintiffs' attorneys
and the agency. They want
attorneys to negotiate for
more changes.
The farmers' objec-

tions placed them opposite
their attorneys, who pleaded
with the judge to approve the
settlement.
"It pains me to have
to stand here and agree with
the government," said plaintiffs' attorney J.L.Chestnut.
"No single class action can
address all of the civil wrongs
by USDA"
Black farmers sued
two years ago because they
had been denied access to government loans and subsidies.
"The settlement
would allow farmers with less
documented evidence of discrimination to take a $50,000
payment and have their government debts forgiven.
Farmers with more evidence
could opt to go before an independent arbitrator and seek
larger damages. Farmers
could also choose to opt out of
the lawsuit and pursue their
own cases.Friedman gave
preliminary approval to the
deal in January but scheduled the hearing Tuesday to
get farmers' reaction.
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"All your Beauty Needs"
Waller Village
Fast Food Service Preferred
Apply at 3 Panthers llAM-lPM
Monday - Friday

31315 FM 2920 Waller. TX 77484
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Shades
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Resale & Victorian Lamp
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Wash & Fold Service
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By Sheleah Hughes

and alcohol, she went on to
graduate from the City College of New York, Columbia
Journalism School and later
to write free-lance for Essence
magazine.
"Volunteer Slavery"
describes the character shattering events that The Washington Post and it's assignments take her through.
A new magazine, a
subsidiary on Sundays of
Washington D.C.'s Post,
started the fate of now book
Nelson. Nelsonhadtoendure
the struggles of being a single
mother, alone in an unfamiliar city and a new member of
an already established team.
" Lot's of things happened, and you know about

. News Editor

The title "Volunteer
Slavery" explains it all. It can
be easily described as working
without recognition, working
for not enough pay, or losing
your life in your job. The definition of the phrase is determined by each and every person. In the book, "Volunteer
Slavery", author Jill Nelson
explains her personal definition.
Born unto a dentist
and a housewife, Nelson began her life as a bourgeois African American female from
upstate New York. Despite
her early addiction to drugs,
including marijuana, heroin

most of them... But I'm just
tired of being here, of justifying myself everyday, of fighting for ignorant Caucasians,
of the whole trip. It's not one
thing or one person, it's the
institution. I was poor when I
came here, but I had a good
rep. Here I have disappeared.
It's not worth it to me for the
money... fm tired."
Although Nelson is a
woman in the field ofjournalism, she uses her words and
experiences to reach and touch
everyone. In the quote from
her book she explains her justification for leaving her job.
Al.mQsteveryminorityhashad
tofindatimeintheircareerto
find the breaking point." The
time where there is no more

time.
Her experiences ineluding covering mayor
Marion Berry, the crime rate
of D.C., family issues and the
search for love leads Nelson
into a nervous breakdown.
This breakdown shows how
easy it is for a person to become so caught up in their
career and the money that is
earned.
The subtitle of the
book "My authentic Negro-experience" describes the search
for her personality.
Born wealthy and misunderstood by other blacks,
Nelson was forced to find her
own identity. Every experience from washing her" good"
hairoutwithOetagon,arough

laundrysoap,tomakeherhair
"nappy", onto blubbering the
English language to sound
uneducated, helped shape the
strong African-American
woman she became.
This book is a true
jewel to readers. It engages
the reader into the life of
Nelson, and helps them vividly view their own. "Volunteer Slavery" gives readers a
chance to see how difficulties,
trials and tribulations can
shape a life ofhappiness. Societyhaslabeledthosewholead
a troubled life, born unto poverty and misfortune, as the
only ones with pain. This book
shows how pain and misfortune can happen to anyone.

Exploring the history of PVAMU buildings
so have two former women standing the history of cause before people can move ways nice to do, but people
dorms. Annie Laurie Evans PVAMU is very important. on with the future, they must must also not forget from
Panther Staff
Hall was built in 1928 as a Everything is not just know- understand the background hence theJ came, and destroyor predicting how the cam.- and significance of the past. mg o\d bui\dmp can lleatro-y
Have you ever heard residence hall to house 228 ing
pus will be in the future, be- Beautifvin2 a cam u.a u al- ou.-r but.on, .
the saying "friends come and women.
friends go?" You are probably
Evans Hall is now the
thinking to yourself'what does Center for student serviceslike
thishavetodowithanything?' the financial aid office. AJHaveyouheard"thingschange though the purpose of the
for a reason?" Both of these building has changed, the sigsayings relate to Prairie View nificance of its name lives on:
A&M University(PVAMU) Evans served as a model for
and its buildings.
women students as Dean of
OnAug.14, 1876,Alta Women for over a decade.
Vista Agriculture and MeAnother dorm was
chanical College of Texas L.C.AndersonHall which was
for Colored Youth opened, constructed in 1933 to serve
which is presently known as 101 women. Thisbuildingwas
PVAMU. This date is signifi- named after the third princicant because it shows that our pal and administrative head
school is over a century old. of PVAMU.
Along with its age comes hisOver the years, it has
torical events, buildings, and been renovated and used as
landmarks.
the Center for Career EducaIn 1894, theoldestdor- tion and Placement Services
mitoryoncampuswaserected.
1861 was the year
Of course, you have not seen when the former Old Kirby
or maybe even heard of this House was built. In 1899, the
building or dorm because it Administration building was
was demolished at the time built and later destroyed by
thepresentfreshmenclasswas fire in 1943.
born (1979-1980). Four years
Currently, Alumni
If you didn't sign up for ROTC as a freshman orso~homore,
later following the construe- Hall is a dining hall, ~hich
you can still catch up to your classmates by attending ~ y
tion of Foster Hall, in 1898 includes the Underground,
ROTC Camp Challenge, a paid five-week summer course m
leadership training. By the time you graduate from college,
Luckie Hall was built to serve cafeteria, and the Sandwich
you'll have the credentials of an Army officer. You'll ~o have
men and women. At the same Shop. Like a mass number of
the self-confidence and discipline it takes to succeed m college
time, Minor Hall came down. other buildings, Alumni was
and beyond.
Presently the campus not built back then, it came
Find out more. Contact Captain Kizzie at 857-4612.
does not have an all women's later. But, in the meantime,
dorm. Banks Hall and Drew theAuditoriumMessHallwas
Hall are now coed.
built for the same purpose in
Justasthesetwodor- 1911.
mitories changed with time,
Knowing and underThia •tory ia the second of a three-part •erie• on tlte
llllfflOTC
univenUy -4 llae many cha1'6ff in its ph~icol inta6e

By Kalyn L. Bullock

SUMMER SCHOOL FOR PEOPLE
ON THEIR WAY TO THE TOP.

10 Shrimp ... , ............... $4.99
8 Chicken 'Wings .... ...... 2.75
6 Shrimp & 4 Nuggets .3.99
3 pc. Drum Fish .......... .4.99
2 pc. Catfish Fillets ...... 3.99

Air Conditioned
Open 7 days a week
7 a.m - 9p.m.
last wash 8:40 p.m.

Book Review: Volunteer Slavery by Jill Nelson<:>5?
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War movie proclaims •Life is Beautiful despite turmoil
My little brother came
up to me the other day, and
slyly asked me to buy him a
copy of the late Tupac
Shakur's Greatest Hits, knowing our mother wouldn't
dream of getting it for him.
He's eight.
We Jive in an era of
increased negativity where
youth is no longer a sheltered
age, but a time when the
young are shown all the harshne s that life has to offer from
seemingly everwhere - music,
television and especially film.
Anything that has a
moTal message must walk the
nne \me of being ricnteous
d
·
·~
•
dncn:ma\\-y the moni Tea\ i.t i.s, the

uncle's restaurant where he
meets the perfect woman, and
it seems everything will be
fine.
The second, and ultimately more powerful, part of
the film begins with the disappearance of Guido, his
uncle and young son who have
been forced to go to one of the
Nazi concentration camps at
Dachau.
His wife, Dora,
(played by Nicoletta Braschi)
leaves them to go get some
bread. She returns minutes
later to see her home ransacked and the most precious
comedian, quick-witted and things in her life, her family,

Life Is Beautiful, a new
film by Roberto Benigni, seeks
to mix the old sentimentality
of films like It's a Wonderful
Life, and still keep the edge
and realistic rawness of
Schindler's List. It succeeds
completely. To put it simply,
this is a beautiful film.
Life Is Beautiful is the
story of World War II Jewish
people living in Venice. The
story, for the first hour, is a
fairy tale.
We meet the good guy,
Guido, (played perfectly by
tar/director/writer Roberto
Benigni)whois a good-natured
ba\l-py ,but.-molui-theTen

Commandments.
moTe dollars it makes.
Guido clowns for
Films like ET gave awhile, jokes with the world
viewers the story of an alien, and the audience, by chasing'
but also made the audience the girl, looking for a job, getlong for days when things ting fired, and all the usual
weren't so hectic, when real stuff.
life wasn't so "real."
He finds a job at his

Women dominate Grammy Awards
The 41st annual
Grammy Awards was broadcast on Wednesday, Feb. 24 at
7p.m.
The awards were
hosted by Rosie O'Donnell.
Women dominated
the major categories this year,
with eight of the ten record
and album of the year nominations.
The woman of the
evening was Lauryn Hill who
came home with five of the
ten awards for which she was
nominated.
Hill's performance of
''To Zion"with Carlos Santana
playing the guitar live on stage
was the highlight ofthe show.
Other females who
took home numerous awards
included Celine Dion with the
Record of the Year and the
Best Female Pop Vocal Performance, Madonna with the
Best Dance Recording, Best
Pop Album, and Best Short
Form Music Video, and Alanis

Morisette with best Female
Rock Vocal Performance and
Best Rock Song.
Men also received
various awards this year. JayZ won the Best Rap Album of
the Year while Will Smith took
home the Best Rap Solo Performance.
Stevie Wonder won
the award for the Best Male
R&B Vocal Performance and
Eric Clapton won the Best
Male Pop Vocal Performance.
Other performers included Alanis Morisette who
sang ''Uninvited."
Aerosmith, who won
Best Rock Performance by a
DuoorGroupwithVocals, performed with a live orchestra
on stage.
Latin singer Ricky
Martin also livened up the
show with his performance.
By

W.,.J. k~#-r■.:.
Panther Staff

changed.
Dora volunteers to go
to the camp as well, and the
Nazis, being such sweethearts,
allow her.
Meanwhile, Guido is
carrying his son on his shoulders, as the boy asks his father the usual questions:
"Where are we going? How
long 'til we get there? Can I go
to the bathroom?"
Instead of telling his
son that they were heading to
one of the most hideous places
on Earth for their people, he
made up an elaborate lie on
the spot.
I won't get into it, but

gone.

suffice it to say, the boy swal-

One of the most forceful images of the film is the
shot ofher as we look over her
shoulder into her home (which
has been tom apart) with
nothing but silence to greet
her. The home is her life and
now it has been totally

lows the whole thing and we
go along with it.
Thousands upon thousands are being killed monthly
at this camp, and children are
among the first to go.
In fact, the only reason the boy is still alive is

because he was hidden on his
father's back, while Guido pretended to be a hunchback as a
part of the game he concocted
to keep the reality away from
his son's mind.
This is one of those
films that will have you talking long into the night, on the
way home, and hopefully keep
you up for awhile thinking
about things. That was my
reaction.
My brother picked an
inopportune time to ask for
Pac, I had just seen Life Is
Beautiful the day before, and
was in the preaching mood.
"Man, why Pac?" I
said, taking him by the hand.
"Let.s go see Smurfs and the
Magic Flute or something...."

ByJ~a.Jt,
Panther Staff

Morenike Efuntade
has fulfilled a goal that many
African Americans seldom
achieve. Her journey toward
directing began here at Prairie View A&M University
(PVAMU) where she received
her BA in Mass Communication.
The WaterStorywhich
is her first independent film
made its debut on BET/Starz3
in February. Efuntade said her
film is an "urban folktale that
combines spirituality with the
gritty reality of the streets."
It can be described as
realizing your own power and
sense offamily with the use of
fictional characters. The Wa ter Story is a mixture of urban
and down home. According to
Efuntade, water is used to represent cleanliness and purity
She began directing
because she was "frustrated
about how African-Americans
were being portrayed." Her
influence to pursue film was
inspired by El Mason Starne's
"Too Sleep With Anger."
Efuntade will return
to PVAMU on Monday, March
22 for a review of The Water
Story during the week of
Spring Fest.

Efuntade, whose Nigerian name means, "Now I
Movie writer and direchave someone to cherish,"was
tor, Morenike Efuntade
born in Detroit but raised in
Maryland.
Her mother can University where she acpushed her to attend PVAMU quired her master's in film.
because she received a full After graduating she started
scholarship
Benjamin film school which is where she
received her big break. Rap
Banneker Honors College.
PVAMU helped her City called and hired her as a
future in film by teaching her producer for commercials on
how to revise and correct, use BET.
She has shown her
equipment and become a worthy writer. While working in work at the Aculpo Black Film
various aspects of communi- Festival and the Urban World
cations, she became a mem- Film Festival in New York.
Efuntade suggests
ber of the Eta Beta chapter of
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, that those interested in film
read books on film, and deInc.
Under the tutelage of velop their artistry She said
various professors she blos- students should pick up a camsomed into the career she has era and just start shooting
car~
today. "I had a good experi- and the bottom1ine 1.s the abi1o write,
ich i h
is
7.
• do the so orit1es on tlu campu all hav 1 be
ence with a lo of professors," i
becau e they go in 20 Que tions?
said Efuntade. 'They all were of all communications.
"Prairie View is a
18. Will our neµ· MSC look like the on at T a A M?
supportive."
great
place
to take advantage 19. When will you start wnting your 20 Questions down
She noted Professor
instead of bothering everyone on staff?
Diana Fallis for challenging of everything around you.
her work and Professor Carol Once you know what you want 20. Do you think at all?
Means for getting her involved to do, no one can stop you ,"
We~ t<, .mow what yqu thil,Jc. Pu~ suvmil MY
in the technical side of com- said Efuntade.
questiq,t yg_u. may: nlJVCc t-0 •'lbt l>antber, Rm. 114 dowttslllirJ
munications.
in.Pie ~SC au~S/i()IJ$ are pri#ed upg,uliscrakill efThe
After receiving her
~. ..·
bachelor's degree in commuu
11 ~l,
.-:nications in December 1993,
By r t ~ ~~
Efuntade went on to;....:.Am=:.:.en:..:·-=-:::----:--:-----Pan_t_he_r_S_tafT_

fff

can I ffuat in
your tlioug fits
{iJ.s tfie cfuwfs

"9 • •••, 71,.,.
It isn't easy
you fuofj11fj in
tfie mirror
I k,now
I cfon 't have to
6e tfiere
nor eJ(perience
yourfr.urt
tofee{it
I 6efieve it
I can see it
and my i11Ul£Jination

1. Who actually didn't go to the Greek Olympiad?
2. Will there be a step-off between the Kappas and the
Sigmas?
3. Did you hear the one about the baseball guy with diarrhea?
(if not, come ask us)
4. What ever happened to the flower shop in MSC?
5. And, what ever happened to Mrs. Bobby in Alumni?
6. Why is the weight room in President Hine's garage better
than the one in the Dome?
7. Why did Southem's basketball team have on those ugly
a*# uniforms?
8. Speaking ofthose people, when is somebody on this campus
going to stop letting Southern University win SWAC in
everything?
9. Why is the cereal the only thing worth eating in Alumni?
10. Who honestly got A's on all of their mid-terms?
11. Could we possibly be any happier that Spring Break is
finally here?
12. Shouldn't we call Spring Fest "that little thing during
spring that they hype up for nothing?"
13. What ever happened to those great CornNuts commercials?
14. Why do fools fall in love?
15. Why is our Spring Break a week before everyone elses?
16. Why do the peop1e with no job a\ ay drive th n\c s

l
c
if

of tfie sv
-your winds
• • •, . can'tpusfi
me6y
is T1UJre vivid
wfien you Ii.ave
cfo not a{[wfe
that peace
your tliouglits
and it comes
Ifee{youin
witfi trust
T1UJre ways tli.an
-witfi patience
you k,ncrw
-witli me
6ecause I clioose
and I am patient
to resufe in
andf wi{[6e
yourimind
andyou wi{[
unti{you
trust me
have peace of mind
graaua/Iy
on[y tlien
6ecause I

7

want and can
standfor
no fess
than to k,now
you
compfete[y
-infinite[y
-fww can we
6e of one 6ocfy
it we are not
one mind?
I want to 6e
a6{e to preaut
your tliouglits
to tliink,wliat
you 're tliinf<i11fJ
to k,rww wlio you
are cfevout[y
-so that creation

coula not create
sliape nor manifest
a 6etter mind
and I want you
insitle
-ofme
to k,nowme
to 6e{ieve me
to 6e me
I want to fuok,
in your eyes in
l:o11fJ T1UJments of
siCence
and k,now ex_act[y
what you 're tliinfj.11fj
or ifyour mirulis
empty
-precise[y wliat you 're
feeCing and fet your

feefi11fJS resiae witliin
me
-I want to fiear tlie
rliytlim ofyour fieart
arufforever precfict
its 6eat
I want us to stop
preterufi11f} wlien we
fee{ fieat am£ fet
tfie wanntli of our
feeCi11fJS sink.in
cfeep enougli to k,now
what we Be in eacli
otliers anns for
and we can say
I Cove you
in T1UJre tlian words...

-<M.aryanne <Brown
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SPORTS NEWS

SPORTS NEWS

PVAMU tennis team
ready to contend

FALL OF GIANTS
Men's and women's track teams fall to
graces of Southern University
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standard time of 3:12:18. The Panthen

finished third, only adding 6 points, leaving them to finish the meet in second
place.
The Panthers let Southern inch
their way back after Lewis Edmondson
was disqualified from the 55-meter
hurdles.
Edmondson who held Saturday's
second best qualifying time, (7:45)jumped
and was disqualified, making him ineligible to compete in the final.

Height:

By Shareef Shabazz

5 feet 6 inches

Panther Staff

Hometown:

Another tennis sea- tennis players like Dannielle
son approaches and the men Smith, Solomon Pendleton,
and women Panthers of ten- Teemayne Scales, and
nis are preparing for another Timberly Gilford are giving
competitive season in the much of their time and ability
to the newcomers to help preSWAC.
The Panther tennis pare the Panthers to be a domiteam is made up of13 players nate force in the SWAC.
with 5 men and 8 women.
Pure determination
The Panthers have worked and discipline is apparent in
hard in the conditioning and the young Panther team.
discipline departments and
" I have a good group
are looking forward to a win- to work with. I feel with the
ning season.
players we got, we will have a
Sophomore Stephany pretty successful season" said
Epps said," We are doing fine Coach Vanderbilt.
and working hard as a team.
The Panthers are opThe team has a try and never timistic and confident about
give-up attitude and we are their chances in the SWAC
very hard to discourage."
this season.
With a whole season
Returning player
ahead of them, the Panthers Timberly Gilford, with an imarekeeping
pressive 14-3 record last seatheir focus
son says
on winning.
"we are not
The first
afraid to get
dirty."
game was
" \ \.( • : 111· d1,i1Jg r1111· and
A
forfeited by
team to be
T e x a s \ \111 k i 11_:..: l 1.1 1 d :1-- : 1 1 1·: 1111.
without
Southern
t lw t<'am ha:-: a n<'V<·r
fear in a
University,
g1\'c up attitude."
competitive
allowing
college
con:--1
('
ph:1ny
Epps
the Panference
thers a few
most cerextra days
tainly
has
to prepare
the
edge
in
for the upcoming matches in the this competitive sport.
On the other hand, the
SWAC.
Panthers are preparing to be
"Our goal is to
contenders this season.
strengthen our team as a
There is another probwhole," said Junior Mayo
lem the Panthers and other
Jackson.
With the family bond, historically black colleges are
this team has avoided the lack faced with, the lack offan supof communication that so port. Many of the Panthers
many teams suffer from. The feel that this is a critical part
players don't view communi- of the game.
"Basically we have
cation as a problem for the
little to no fan support," said
team to overcome.
However, this bond Jackson. "Most students proband winning mentality will ably don't even know if Praibe tested in the first few up- rie View even has a tennis
coming matches against team."
With all the obstacles
teams in the SWAC. These
games will test how far the and challenges the men and
Panthers are going to go in women Panther tennis team
faces this season, from lackthe SWAC.
" We have a lot of ing fan support to tough comspeed and communication petition in the SWAC, they
amongst ourselves," saidjun- are determined and focused
ior Vemon Hunter. "Wehope on coming out on top in the
to take the SWAC and make SWAC conference.
"We have made plans
ourselves known not only to
Prairie View, but everyone." to kick butt and take names,"
Returning PVAMU said Gilford.

Sheleah Hughes

~-

Tia Talley

Spotlight

Fort Worth, Texas

News Editor

Under the title of Southwestern
Athletic Conference defending champs, the
Panthers were expecting nothing but another crown. After upsetting Southern last
year and then losing to them in the outdoor meet, the 1999 championship, held at
Louisiana State University Field House
on the campus in baton Rouge, Louisiana,
Feb. 20-21 served as revenge.
Although the Panther track club
held a lead throughout the meet, the final
event of the men's competition, the 4X400
meter relay, served as the crowning event
for Southern.
"The competition was very tight,"
said Southern University head coach
Johnny Thomas. "The conference was exceptionally competitive this year. We managed to win the meet on the last event."
The Southern Jaguars added 10
points to their 140 point score after placing first in the event, with a NCAA qualify

~

Southern placed first and third,
giving them the extra points they needed
to catch up with PVAMU.
" I'll say that the competition was
very tough on both days. I was well prepared and very eager to compete, causing
me to jump. I truly apologize for costing the
team a repeat championship, but I-ensure
a good performance in the outdoor season,"
said Edmondson.
PVAMU'sRonaldNelson tookmeet
honors as most outstanding field performer,
and added a meet high, 27 points.
He received first in the high jump,
third in the long jumpand pole vault and
fourth in the triple jump.
" It's a dissapointment that the
whole team did not make it, but I'll represent PVAMU the best I can," said Nelson.
"The Lady Panthers finished fifth
place behind 7- time champion Southern.
The Panther's finished with a total
of 39 points.

"Next year we are aiming to claim
first, second or third. We have a strong
team, we just need to work harder and
practice," said Ebony Ingram. "The Panthers left Baton Rouge in 2nd place, and
without any hard feelings.
"We are just going to have to take
it a day at a time until we get to the outdoor
championship meet." Edmondson said.
That's when we will let our performance
speak for itself: We can't promise anything
but a good try."

CONGRATUIATIONS
RON NELSON
GOOD LUCK AT THE NCAA INDOOR TRACK MEET!

NAME: Ronald Nelson
EVENT: High Jump
BEST HEIGHT: 7feet 3 inches
HONORS: 1999 SWAC Indoor
Track & Field Most Outstanding
Field Performer
MISSION: Crush opposition and
win National Championship

I

Age:
22-years-old

Fantasy Dinner
Allen Payne
Otto Bolten
Shemar Moore

Position:
Sprinter

Personal Best:
23.6 second time in the
200 meter race at Trimble
Tech High School

Sprinter Tia Talley pasltes llenelf to dte limit In preparation for the outdoor 9eaSOII during a recent ~ctice.

Favorite Movie:

''When I run I let go and let
God takeover."

Coming to America

Major:

-Tia Talley

Health

Panther softball team eager to
defend SW.AC cha1np\onsn\p
By LaToya Moore
Panther Staff

The PVAMU softball
team is planning to blow out
all the top teams in the Southwestern Athletic Conference
Eastern Division this season
by defeating their hardest competitors, Southern University.
The softball team is
geared up to duplicate last
year's SWAC Championship.
The Lady Panthers
are 4-0 in conference play this
season, with 44 more games
remaining.
Following Spring
Break the softball team will
play Mississippi Valley State
and Jackson State University
in preparation for SWAC
games against Grambling and
Southern.
Softball differs from
baseball because softball
pitching is closer to the plate,
the reaction time is quicker,
and the pitches range from 70
to 90 miles an hour.
The team has ten new
softball players, and six returning players. The team
has two quality pitchers and a
good set ofdefensive ball players.
One of their strongest
pitchers is Leslie West, who

L---------------------· ------·-----------------------------------

was previously named con-

faculty and students support-

ference player of the year. ing the team.
Freshman Ebony Morrow,
The coaching staff
from Orecity, Texas, is at- stresses academic eicellence.
tending PVAMU on an aca- All team membersmustmaindemic scholarship and is a tain a2.0GPA

key addition to the team according to Head Coach AD.
James Jr.
"Softball does not receive the same recognition as
the baseball team," said
Coach James, who also stated
that he would like to see more
-

--,

The softball teams ultimate goal is to repeat as
SWAC champions. The SWAC
tournament will be held May
7-9. In order to compete in the
tournament they must win
first or second place in their
division
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CAMPUS NEWS
In Brief

COMIC RELIEF
Sex from

COMING ATTRAC i lONSI

University Village closes gates
Prairie View, Texas

MON
8

During the spring break from March 6 to March 14,
1999, two of the pedestrian gates on Oscar Pipkin St. will be
locked and secure at University Village. The walk-in gate close
to L.W. Minor St. will be open for residents to enter and exit the
property.
All residents of University Village and Village North
must have a current University Village decal and their student
identification card to enter the premises during Spring Break.

Spring
Break
Begins

TUES

WED

'

10

Midterm
Grades
due in from
instructors

Lady
Mct>onald's
Invitational
(golf)

THUR

FRI

SAT

11

12

13

Lady
McDonald's
Invitational
(golf)

PVvs.
Mississippi
Valley Univ.
(softball)
10a.m.

Lady
Mct>onald's
Invitational
(golf)

Spring Break
Ends

PVvs.
Grambling
State
(baseball)
12:30 p.m.

PVvs.
Grambling
State
(baseball)
12:30 p.m.

many sexually transmitted
diseases other than AIDS:
syphilis, gonorrhea, and herpes.
More people are choosing celibacy because of these
risk factors and learning it is
okay to say no and it is okay to
choose not to have sex.
For many people, abstinence is the best policy because there are no worries involved, no risk factors, no
deaths.
"Becoming sexually
involved, can totally consume
you," Lewis said.
A poll taken by YM/

page 1

guys she was involved with
were selfish.
She said she fell for
the lines, "You're beautiful,
you're special, you're the one."
Meaningless sex is extremely dangerous in the 90s.
AIDS is on the rise in the minority communities.
It is a disturbing fact
that AIDS related cases and
deaths are especially increasing in the African American,
and Hispanic communities.
Pregnancy is no longer
the main focus. There are

Kaiser family revealed that
many people believe virginity
is hip. The poll found that 87
percent of the girls and 62
percent of the boys surveyed
felt staying a virgin is cool.
Some advice for coeds
is to talk with a partner, ifnot
having sex is a perference for
the relationship.
If he or she does not
understand that, maybe the
relationship sjpi;d be severed.
If true love and trust
are present, the relationship
will not end just because the
partners do not engage in
sexual intercourse.

I discovered I was letting
people value me for my
physical attributes only,
without insisting they know
me more deeply. "
- Ananda Lewis
HOCUS - FOCUS

Final fee installment due
Prairie View, Texas
Students are reminded to keep in mind several dates
for the remainder of the semester.
Instruction resumes Monday, March 15. The final
fee installment is due Friday, March 19. The last day to
withdraw with an automatic grade of"W" is Monday, March
22. On Wednesday, March 24, the Honors Convocation will
bene\d.

PVvs.
Jackson Stat
(softball)
11 a.m.

PVvs.
Alcorn
{softball)
1 p.m.

Employee
Appreciation
Day

MidSemester
Grades
due in
Registrar's
Office
12 p.m.
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And the listed words In the diagram. They run 1n•
al directions-forward, backward, up, doWn and

Fax: (323) 469-8683
Tel:( 323) 469-8680
911 Wilshire Boulevard, Suite
2150
Los Angeles, CA 90017-3450

e-mail address for the
conference is
Studentconf@cl.uh.edu.
visit website at
www.cl.uh.edu/research/
Student Conference.html

ACROSS
1 False

diagonally.

Scholarship and Internship Information
The LAGRANT Foundation for Communications
and Business
Deadline: March 31,1999
Eligibility: 10 scholarships
to college and graduating
high school minority student.s pursuing a degree in
the fields ofcommunications
and business administration
including public relations,
journalism (with an emphasis in public relations only),
marketing and advertising.

MAGIC MAZE

■Y

HENRY 110\.TINOFF

www .rsinternships.com.

TBWA
If you are looking for a
career in advertising,
TBWA's internship is hard
SBA Launches Second Anto beat with its substantive
nual International Student
work, stimulating environArchitectural Design Com- The Washington Center
ment, and a "real-world"
petition
for Internships and
marketing project.
Deadline:Aprill, 1999
Academic Seminars offers Deadline: April , 1999
for additional information
several full-time semester
Eligibility: TBWA seeks
45 Sheppard Ave. East, Suit (15 week) and summer (10
interns who are entering
412, Ontario, Canada
week) internships in which
their junior or senior year of
M2N5W9
the participants will be
college. No particular
Fax: (416) 730-9013
awarded academic credit. In majors are favored, but the
Tel: Geoff Klaverkamp -(218) addition to the internship,
program brochure states
829-3055 or Mark Angelini- students participate in a
that successful applicants
(416) 730-9090
special Washington Forum
demonstrate "a consuming
programming designed to
interest in the advertising
Fifth Annual Student Con- emphasize the people, places business" and ''have a point
ference for research & Cre- and politics of Washington,
of view about it."
ative Arts
as well as the city's signifiFor more information write
April 14-15,1999
cant cultural resources.
the TBWA Internship
Additional information con- Deadline: Continuous
Program, TBWA House, 292
tact Kyna Shelley-(281) 283- For more information visit
Madison Ave., New York,
3437 or
the Rising Star Internship
NY 10017 or call (212) 725Michael Hunt (281) 283-3375 website at
1150.

University of Michigan
Population Fellows
Programs' Historically
Black Colleges and
Universities Initiative is
offering several full-time
(15 weeks) and summer
(10 weeks) internships.
Deadline: April 20, 1999
Eligibility: Graduate
students interested in
international health and
development.
For more information or to
request an application,
contact the University of
Michigan Population
Fellows Program HBCU
Initiative at (734) 764-8274,
or by e-mail at
hbcu.pop@umich.edu.
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THE FINAL WORD

By Pamela Brown
Panther Staff

The practice of allowing both Greek and non-Greek
organizations to decorate trees
on college campuses has been
a long-standing tradition.
Students decorate
these trees to exemplify the
pride and unity felt within
their organizations.
The trees' ornamental
values, however, lie beyond
the proud spirit felt by these
organizations. The loud colors beautify campuses nationwide and allow students to
witness the diversity of campus life on an everyday basis

in a visual manner.
Although Prairie
View A&MUniversity's campus is in better condition than
many ofits fellow historically
black colleges and universities, itlacks one thing-the garnishing of the trees that represent the organizations in
which students have in some
cases literally laid down their
lives for.
Even Texas Southern
University, which is one of
PVAMU's major rivals, has
the pleasure of enjoying the
scenery by Greek families.
At PVAMU students
are not allowed to practice
this heartwarmin2 tradition

Retail
Management
Trainee
Dpportunltie!i
Lens(raltm has me/led as the world~ largest optiaJ
retailer by maintaining a strong corporate vision that
encompasses growth, prosperity and innovation. We have
been ranked by a survey in Fortune• magazine as one of
the "I 00 Best Companies to Work for in America." With
more than 850 stores and plans for continued expansion,
we continuously seek - and reward - those whose
professional expectations lie in the challenge of hard work,
individual achievement and team excellence.
We are currendy offering exciting opportunities to
graduating seniors to join our Management Trainee Program.
This six-month program will equip you with the skills and
knowledge you need to successfully assist in the
management of a thriving retail operation that enjoys yearround consistency in traffic flow and continued profitability.
Current retail management opportunities exist in Dallas and
throughout the Southwest Previous retail experience is not
required. We provide excellent family-friend~ benefit
packages that indude health/dental insurance, paid time off
and holidays, pension ~an, 40 I(k), child care discount,
complimentary eyewear, and much more.
If interested, please sign up at the Career Center located in
Anderson Hall, 2nd floor, Room 201 or call 857-2120.

Equal opportunity employu.

(!LENSCRAFTERS.
Jfe/prny people see be/fer, one hour al a I/me.

because of altercations that
happened years ago.
Disputes were made
over the trees between fraternities in 1983 which eventually resulted in physical violence. After the incident, organizations were no longer allowed to freely decorate trees,
and the chance for organizations who had not yet obtained
trees became an extensive procedure, sending organizations
through the ground's maintenance committee and student
activities.
Five of the Greek-letter organizations and many of
the non-Greek organizations
on campus presently do not
· have decorated trees or monuments of any sort on campus.
Theexcuse,otherthan
the one about the horrific past,
given to these students as to
why they are not allowed to

?"f&i

organizations that have not
obtained a tree. Something is
better than nothing.
Certain organizations
claim to have been denied the
opportunity to decorate trees.
They are unfortunate victims
of an unjust and unfair decision made because of others'
misbehavior. If all the organizations went to school officials at the same time as one
rather than representing a
single organization, then
maybe the dream of restoring
a tradition lost might come
true.
Perhapstheschoolot
ficials feel that if the organizations who presently do not
have decorated trees are given
the opportunity to decorate
them, then fights will break
out over who gets which tree.
This could be remedied by drawing for certain

" ... this tradition loved is
and
pro ha hly ,viJJ rcn1ain a
tradition lost."
-Pamela Brown

decorate or redecorate their
trees is because the paint that
would be used on them would
be considered toxic to the tree
and the environment.
This is however the
nineties and the technology
world has allowed this generation the privilege ofusingwhat
is called environmental safe
paint. This is the paint that
the men of Omega Psi Phi Fraternity claimed they used on
their tree before it was unfortunately painted over by the
school's maintenance.
Many organizations
would be delighted to have the
opportunity to designate certain trees on campus as theirs.
The motive of these organizations is not to harm the trees
or the organization, but just
the opposite.
If absolutely necessary, paint could be excluded
from the decorating precess
and perhaps ribbons and rocks
could be placed on trees for the

trees, and the organizations
that received the good trees
would be a result of mere luck.
Certainly students could not
dispute over a method so fair.
The fact that the opportunity
would exist would be a blessing within itself.
However, students
fail to take the proper procedures needed to adopt a tree
or repaint a tree.
Complaints are made
that the procedures are a no
win situation and that it requires too much time or effort.
The fact is that
ground's maintenance says
that organizations who do not
presently have trees and who
desire them merely need to fill
out some paper work and allow it to be processed and reviewed. Ifit meets the proper
qualifications, which are no
more than fair, it will be approved.
This also goes with the
erection of monuments. With

approval, little or practically
no dispute exists from the
school on the tradition of decorating the trees.
Plans are currently
being made by the school to
try to broaden the policies dealing with the limitations on the
decorating of the trees. With
approval, almost anything is
possible, even the repainting
of the trees with nontoxic, environmentally safe paint.
Unfortunately, no fraternities or sororities have
taken the proper action to repaint their trees with this particular kind of paint. Everyone accepted the fact that the
trees could be painted years
ago with no new or proper effort taken since then.
Ifany organizations do
decide to accept the challenge
and take the necessary actions
to give PVAMU the beautiful
campus it deserves, then they
need to have everything properly planned before presenting it to the school.
Know what tree you
want before coming to school
officials. If a monument or
any other decoration is desired, have a drawn diagram
of how it will look, papers on
how much it will cost and who
will construct it.
If paint is desired,
present an environmentally
safe paint to the school. It is
not suggested to take any of
these actions within your own
hands. If it does not get approved, find outwhyitwas not
approved. Change whatever
needs to be changed and try
again.
PVAMU claims to be
a school moving toward the
future, yet somehow remains
a school living and dwelling in
the past. Is there "Something
Inside So Strong" to forgive,
forget and perhaps even
change?
If not this forbidden
tradition will soon become a
forgotten tradition in a few
years,just as soon as the paint
on the presently decorated
trees wears completely off.
As far as the university as well as the efforts of the
student body is concerned this
traditi~n loved is and ~robably will remain a tradition
lost.

